
 

 

 

 

 

 

Choose the word that has the underlined part pronounced differently from the others. 

1. A. great  B. health  C. head  D. bread 

2. A. called  B. visited  C. followed  D. believed 

Choose the word that has a stress pattern different from the others. 

3. A. diamond  B. badminton  C. definition  D. management 

4. A. storage  B. tablet  C. disease  D. cycling 

5. A. heavily  B. wealthily  C. healthily  D. entirely 

Choose the correct options. 

6. These days, modern computers are often light in _________. 

A. weight  B. battery  C. storage  D. screen 

7. The new e-Pad comes with more than 500 ______. Its users can download more videos. 

A. inches  B. gigabytes  C. batteries  D. cameras 

8. ________believe there will be life on Venus in the future? 

A. Will you  B. Did you  C. Do you  D. Can you 

9. It _______ safe for humans to live on the moon because there is not enough oxygen. 

A. was   B. wasn't  C. aren’t  D. won’t be 

10. Liam: You won’t believe what I saw. – Ava: __________ 

A. Yes, it was.     B. It was good. 

C. What happened?    D. It was a good idea! 

11. How _______ do you plan to spend? - I plan to spend 1,200 dollars. 

A. many  B. much  C. far   D. long 

12. A-Bot can fly ________ than BirdBot. 

A. farther  B. more far  C. the most far  D. as far 

13. Suddenly, a UFO _________ in the sky, and it made a strange sound. 

A. disappeared B. appeared  C. returned  D. arrived 

14. I saw a ________ last night. It was round, and I’m sure it was from another planet. 

A. plate  B. plane  C. flying saucer D. helicopter 

15. Anne: I think the Robolympics are fun. I'd like to watch them and see how robots do different things. -  

Bob:___________. 

A. Yes, I agree B. I like them, too C. That’s fine  D. Sorry, I can’t 

Write the correct forms of the words in brackets. 

16. He described aliens and UFOs as harmless _________ in his books. (VISIT) 
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17. There aren't many __________ passages about UFOs and aliens in our school library. (NARRATOR) 

18. My robot vacuum works _________. There’s still dust on the floor. (CARE) 

19. The design of the robot was _________, so I couldn’t build it. (COMPLETE) 

20. They were ________ of what they saw in the mountains. (TERRIFY) 

Read the text and choose True, False or DS (doesn’t say). 

Last Wednesday, LaTomato introduced its new types of smartphones T14 and T14 Plus. How different are 

these smartphones? Let’s have a look at two of them. 

Screen: The screen of T14 is 6.1 inches while T14 Plus has a bigger screen, which is 6.7 inches. Users can 

find it easier to read news or watch videos with a T14 Plus. 

Battery life: They have a long battery life. Their users can spend a whole day playing games, watching 

movies, listening to music or visiting many websites. The T14 can last up to 20 hours while T14 Plus can last 

up to 24 hours. 

Storage: They both have 128, 256 or 512 gigabytes of storage. However, the T14 Plus comes with an extra 

option, which is one terabyte, so its users can feel free to store more data, documents, videos or music, and 

save thousands of pictures. 

Camera: The T14 Plus has a better camera system with 48 megapixels, and T14 comes with a 12-megapixel 

camera system. 

Weight: The two models have different weight. A T14 Plus is 240 grams while T14 is only 172 grams. 

Price: The prices depend on storage space. T14 can cost $799 for 128 gigabytes of storage, while T14 Plus is 

$1,099 for the same storage. 

21. La Tomato announced the introduction of its new phones. 

22. T14 comes with a 6.7-inch screen display. 

23. Users can do more things with a T14 Plus tablet than with a T14 one. 

24. Users can store more data with the extra option of one terabytes from T14 Plus. 

25. T14 Plus is heavy because it has a big screen. 

Complete the passage using the phrases in the box. 

A. when he talked 

B. I told other people about that 

C. I was twelve years old 

D. I saw an alien on an island in Oceania 

E. We were walking along a footpath 

I still remember the day (26) __________. When I saw that strange creature, (27) __________. My classmates 

and I were on a summer trip to an Oceanian Island. We were excited when we arrived. It was still fifteen 

minutes earlier until the event started. So, we decided to get to know the area. The scenery was beautiful.  (28) 

__________when we saw an old man. He looked very strange. He had green skin and very big eyes. He made 



 

 

strange sounds (29) __________. We were terrified. We screamed and ran. (30) __________, but they think 

it was just an animal with an unusual look. 

Make sentences using the prompts. 

31. How much / this smartphone / cost? 

=> _______________________________________ 

32. Chicko / complete tasks / quietly / Birdie. 

=> _______________________________________ 

33. where / think / we / live / two hundred years? 

=> _______________________________________ 

Put the words in the correct order to make complete sentences. 

34. will/ move/ to/ humans/ planet/ in/ the/ future./ think/ I/ another 

=> _______________________________________ 

35. you/ think/ Do/ a/ space/ will/ station/ be/ a/ good/ 2100?/ place/ to/ live/ in 

=> _______________________________________ 

Listen to some records of UFO sightings. Write NO MORE TWO WORDS AND/OR A NUMBER. 

Speaker 1 

36. What were the boys doing when the UFO appeared? __________ 

37. What did the UFO look like when he saw it?  __________ 

Speaker 2 

38. How did the woman feel when she saw the creature? __________ 

Speaker 3 

39. Where was the game taking place? __________ 

40. How many people were watching the game? __________  

------------------------------THE END------------------------------ 

 

 

 


